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Abstract

This paper reports from a series of large-scale survey experiments aimed at identi-
fying whether people have preferences over the social identity of information sources.
I examine both naturally occurring identities (caste and religion in India), and exper-
imentally assigned identities (in a EU/US sample). The results show that when the
quality of information is known, the identity of the messenger does not influence learn-
ing. Further, participants react strongly to signals of information quality in all settings
and the evidence suggests that people may rely on pre-existing beliefs about the abil-
ities of different identity groups in the absence of quality signals. Finally, I show that
people prefer to learn from non-social sources (a computer algorithm) rather than from
other people. Taken together, the results suggest that experts and policymakers should
prioritise emphasising the quality of information.
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1 Introduction

Social learning is a key component of human evolutionary success (Boyd et al., 2011; Hen-
rich, 2016) and influencesmany economic decisions (Mobius and Rosenblat, 2014). In social
learning, individuals observe others’ actions, extract relevant information from those actions,
and decide whether to use that information. Determining when to use this information is
challenging because the quality of information is often unobservable (Stigler, 1961). In such
situations, individuals may use other observable attributes like an information provider’s so-
cial identity to gauge information quality. The focus of this paper is on how social identity
affects social learning. While a vast literature in the social sciences has explored whether
and when people learn, the question of whom they learn from has received relatively little
attention.

Research has shown that social identity influences economic decisions through both be-
liefs and preferences (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000; Shayo, 2020).1 In the context of social
learning, individuals may use a person’s identity to evaluate the quality of the informa-
tion that they provide, as in statistical discrimination (Phelps, 1972; Arrow, 1973). At the
same time, work on taste-based discrimination (Becker, 1957; Guryan and Charles, 2013)
suggests the possibility of a preference channel which might lead individuals to ignore in-
formation not because of its intrinsic quality but because of the identity of its source. For
example, people may be more (less) likely to trust information that comes from their in-
(out-) group, or they may incur psychological costs from listening to their out-groups.

Understanding whether the preference channel exists is important as inefficient informa-
tion aggregation could lead people to make poorer decisions. At scale, this could even lead to
adverse effects such as the formation of information echo chambers (Levy and Razin, 2019).
However, identifying the preference channel is challenging as many factors that affect in-
formation quality (such as education or experience) could be correlated with social identity.
Disentangling beliefs about the quality of information from preferences for the identity of
the information source calls for an experimental approach.

In this paper, I conduct large-scale online survey experiments studying how identity af-
fects how people learn from others. The primary experiments study this question within
the context of religion and caste in India, which matter in a variety of important social and
economic contexts. I complement these experiments with additional treatments using exper-
imentally assigned minimal identity (with a US/EU sample). Finally, to assess whether there
is a more fundamental aversion to learning from another human being, I study whether peo-
ple prefer to get information from a social source (another human) or a non-social source
(a computer algorithm).

The experiment consists of a two-period task that combines the widely used “balls-and-

1Social psychologists have conceptualised identity as people’s sense of who they are based on membership
to relevant social groups such as race, gender, or religion (Tajfel and Turner, 1978).
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urns” and “judge-advisor” paradigms. In the first period, participants are given some infor-
mation and have to make an incentivised estimate. In the second period, participants are
shown an estimate made by another person (the source). Importantly, sources and partici-
pants make estimates on the same tasks and with the same information. Participants then
decide whether they want to stick to their initial estimate, or switch to the shown estimate,
which is the outcome of interest.

In addition to the estimate, participants observe two attributes associated with the infor-
mation source. First, they receive a signal of the quality of the source’s estimate, which is the
probability that the estimate is incentive maximising. By design, the quality of the source
is independent of the identity of the source and controls participants’ beliefs. Second, they
observe the identity group of the person who made that estimate. This is exogenously as-
signed and varies between treatment conditions. In experiment Caste, the sources belong to
a high-status caste group or a low-status caste group. In experiment Religion, the sources are
either Hindu or Muslim. In experiment Minimal, participants from a EU/US online sample
are randomly assigned to one of two minimal identity groups and see sources from either
the same group or the other group. In experiment Computer, participants receive informa-
tion from either a human source or a computer algorithm. Across experiments, the focus of
analysis is on comparing how participants switch when receiving the same information from
sources belonging to different identity groups, holding the quality of information fixed.

The design focuses on observational learning in situations where everyone (i) has iden-
tical information, (ii) wants to find the same (objectively correct) solution, and (iii) finds
obtaining the correct solution cognitively demanding. In such a setting, a Bayesian decision-
maker without processing costs would not need to learn from others. However, descriptive
results frommy experiments show that a substantial fraction of participants choose to switch
to the source (between 25% and 37%). These decisions are not driven by a belief that oth-
ers have better or different information, as both participants and sources have the same
information set; rather, participants learn from others because they believe that others are
better at processing the same information. Such situations are relatively unexplored in the
literature on social learning which has largely focused on situations where people possess
private information. Studying how people learn when interpretations differ is important
because many learning problems involve a search for both better information and better
interpretations. For example, many investment decisions involve sifting through documents
to find the best options, but can also be made through advice from experts with experience
or specialised knowledge.

The main finding from these experiments is that across contexts, I find no evidence that
participants have preferences over the identity of an information source when the quality
of information is the same. Participants are, on average, equally likely to switch to a source
from a high- or low-status caste group in experiment Caste, or a Hindu or a Muslim source
in experiment Religion. Looking at heterogeneity by group status in these experiments – for
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instance, do Hindus prefer to get information from other Hindus rather than from Muslims.
I find that participants are just as likely to use information that comes from their in-group
than from their out-group. These results are robust to a wide range of tests, and analyses
looking at different combinations of identity in- and out-groups are largely consistent with
the main result.

ExperimentMinimal provides further support for the absence of a preference channel. In
this experiment (conducted with a US/EU sample), participants are assigned to one of two
groups based on choices in an unrelated task (following the design in Tajfel et al. (1971);
Chen and Li (2009)). They see estimates made either by a person from the same (in-) group
or the other (out-) group. The results from this experiment replicate the earlier patterns and
do not find any evidence that participants prefer to get information from in-group sources.

Turning to the role of beliefs, I find that participants are sensitive to the quality of infor-
mation in all treatment conditions. Participants switch to the source’s estimate more often
when they see a high-quality source than when they see a low-quality source. I also look at
how participants learn when the quality of the source’s estimate is unknown. I find sugges-
tive evidence that when participants are not given a signal about the quality of the source’s
estimate, they rely on the source’s identity to gauge quality. Participants’ prior beliefs about
the task-specific ability of people from a caste group are correlated with whether they switch
when seeing a source from that group.When participants are given a signal about the quality
of the source’s estimate, these correlations disappear. In conjunction with the other results,
this suggests that when the quality of information is precisely known, the identity of the
information source does not play a role in whom people choose to learn from.

Finally, experiment Computer compares social learning, where participants get informa-
tion from another human to non-social learning, where participants get an estimate from a
computer algorithm. As before, the quality of information is precisely known to participants.
Despite the formal similarity of these two choice environments, participants are much more
likely to switch to the estimate when the information is provided by an algorithm than
when it is provided by another human. Previous work on social versus non-social learning
has found mixed results. Some have shown that people may have an aversion to learning
from algorithms relative to other humans (Goeree and Yariv, 2015; Dietvorst et al., 2018,
2015). Others find that people display algorithm appreciation, and favour algorithms over
humans in situations (Logg et al., 2019). Attempts to reconcile these conflicting findings
have revolved around the accuracy of algorithms (Hou and Jung, 2021). My results show
evidence for appreciation at all levels of information quality (ranging from a coin toss to a
near-certainty).

Summing up, the results show that when deciding whether to learn from others, people
respond strongly to beliefs about the quality of information. However, there is no strong
evidence that people have preferences for the identity of whom they get information from
through social interactions. However, I do find that people learn more in non-social settings
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than in social settings. The near-absence of evidence for the preference channel stands in
contrast to the vast literature on discrimination which shows that preference-based discrimi-
nation occurs in many settings. The choice of the naturally occurring identities, religion and
caste in India, was driven by their importance in Indian social and economic life (Munshi,
2019; Mosse, 2019; Jaffrelot, 2021) and previous research has documented the existence
of discriminatory behaviour (both belief- and preference-based) because of differences in
religion and caste. The lack of strong evidence for preferences for the identity of informa-
tion sources suggests that policymakers can focus on highlighting information quality and
on making information transmission as impersonal as possible.

Contribution and related literature. The paper contributes to the literature on social
learning by showing how beliefs and preferences driven by social identity affect learning.
The importance of, and various frictions in, social learning have been documented in a va-
riety of lab and field settings: Weizsäcker (2010) finds that individuals learn less than they
should from others in a meta-study. Conlon et al. (2022) find that individuals underweight
the information that they get from others relative to information gathered by themselves,
and go on to show differing levels of this barrier within couples. Mobius and Rosenblat
(2014) reviews this large literature, in which the role of social identity is conspicuous by its
absence. The links between identity and learning have been explored as secondary outcomes
in a few field experiments: for instance BenYishay and Mobarak (2018) provide suggestive
evidence that farmers learn more about new agricultural technologies from others like them-
selves. Macours (2014) shows that farmers learn more from other high-skilled farmers. In
the laboratory, Berger et al. (2018), Parys and Ash (2018), and Zou and Xu (2022) find that
people learn more from their in-groups in an experimentally assigned identity setting, but
are not able to speak to specific mechanisms.

To the best of my knowledge, this paper is the first to identify the effect of identity-
related beliefs and preferences in social learning and to experimentally demonstrate how
these can be disentangled. The novel setting of the experiment – everyone involved has the
same information and the same objectives – studies a crucial component of social learning
that has been relatively ignored. The growing literature studying the role of narratives in
economic decision-making highlights the relevance of this approach (Shiller, 2017; Graeber
et al., 2022; Barron and Fries, 2023). The paper also contributes by providing evidence
from a non-western sample and extends the validity of some results in the belief-updating
literature that have mostly come from studies in the global North or through convenience
samples.

Experiments based on the influential design developed by Anderson and Holt (1997)
have long been used to study social learning. The abstract simplicity of this paradigm has
yielded a rich set of results. However, this very simplicity limits the ability of this paradigm
to study more detailed contexts such as social identity. Previous studies using this design to
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study in-group effects on learning have found significant and interesting results but were
not able to link them to specific mechanisms (Berger et al., 2018; Zou and Xu, 2022). Other
approaches have tried using a large relative increase in incentives to argue against the ex-
istence of preferences for political in-groups (Zhang and Rand, 2023). The experimental
approach developed in this paper allows for the identification of beliefs and preferences,
and can be a useful tool to study the effect of various contextual factors on learning.

The results further speak to a growing literature that studies whether discrimination is
driven by tastes or inaccurately specified beliefs (Guryan and Charles, 2013; Bohren et al.,
2023). Bohren et al. (2019), Ayalew et al. (2021), Chan (2022), and Gallen and Wasserman
(2023) find that indicating expertise reduces discrimination in seeking advice from mentors
or selecting experts such as doctors. Relative to these studies, the experiment in this paper
controls information quality directly related to the decision task, which strengthens iden-
tification. My results add to this strand of literature by showing that controlling beliefs to
minimise the possibility of identity-based discrimination can be effective even in low-stakes
settings where information providers are not necessarily experts.

This paper also relates to a nascent literature on political polarisation and information de-
mand. Dekel and Shayo (2023), Robbett et al. (2023), and Zhang and Rand (2023) find that
people show an inclination to evaluate members of their political in-groups more favourably
than out-group members. This occurs even in settings where the decision criteria should not
be affected by political affiliation. Zhang and Rand (2023) attempt to distinguish between
preferences and beliefs by using high-stakes treatments. My paper provides an improved
approach to identifying preferences and supports the results of these papers by showing
that much of the partisan bias could be driven by beliefs or motivated reasoning concerns
related to identity, rather than by preferences for the identity of information sources.

Finally, this paper contributes to the literature on how social identity shapes economic
decision-making, with direct evidence on the role of religion and caste on social learning in
India. A large body of work has documented the influence of religious and caste identity on
consumption (Atkin et al., 2021), hiring in labour markets Siddique (2011), labour supply
(Cassan et al., 2019; Oh, 2023), marriagemarkets (Banerjee et al., 2013), teamwork (Ghosh,
2022) and many others (Munshi (2019) reviews the literature on caste and economics in
India, Mosse (2019) provides a more general overview of caste and modern India). This
paper adds to this literature by showing that preferences for the religious or caste identity
of information sources do not affect how people learn.

Next, Section 2 presents a conceptual discussion and provides background information
on religion and caste in India. Section 3 presents the experiment design and describes the
various experiments and treatment conditions. Sections 4–8 present descriptive and causal
evidence from the experiments. Section 9 concludes the paper.
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2 Conceptual discussion and background information

This section provides a brief conceptual discussion of the channels through which identity
can affect learning. It also provides details on the specific identity contexts that are used in
the experiments.

2.1 Conceptual discussion

Consider a situation where a decision maker (DM) has to correctly estimate the probability
yT that a particular state of the world realises. First, the DM observes some information I

and forms an independent estimate y1. This estimate is formed by attempting to apply Bayes’
Rule (BR) to the information. The DM makes this estimate with some error in applying BR,
and they have beliefs about the accuracy of their estimate. This is their subjective certainty
or confidence in their estimate, which is their belief about the probability of the accuracy of
their estimate (as in Enke and Graeber (2023)).

Next, the DM is given additional information in the form of an estimate ys made by
another person; the other person’s estimate ys is formed based on the same information I .
After observing ys, the DM must make a decision y2. The DM can either choose to stick to
their initial estimate, i.e. y2 = y1, or they can switch to the other person’s estimate, y2 = ys.

Belief channel. The DM seeks information to form beliefs about the accuracy of ys, Q. In
the absence of contextual features or preferences for particular states, the DM compares
their subjective certainty (or confidence) c in their estimate against the quality Q of the
other person’s estimate.

y2 =







yS if Q > c

y1 if Q ≤ c

First, suppose that only the estimate ys is observable and participants do not know any-
thing about the quality Q of ys. It is therefore difficult to compare Q and c when making the
decision y2.

Now suppose that the social group g that s belongs to is observable. g can be a per-
son’s race, ethnicity, or gender. Models of statistical discrimination show that people make
inferences about individuals from beliefs about the characteristics of their social groups. In
this case, if the DM has some prior beliefs about the ability of a group g they can evaluate
the quality of the estimate ys based on these beliefs. Thus, differences in how DMs react
to sources from different groups will be driven by differences in the beliefs that individuals
hold about these groups.
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Next, suppose that the DM receives a (possibly noisy) signal about the quality Q of the
specific estimate ys made by the source s. The DM’s posterior belief about the quality of the
source will be a variance-weighted function of the prior beliefs about the group g and the
noisy signal of Q. If this signal is sufficiently precise, beliefs about the quality of the source
will be equal to the signal Q, and underlying beliefs about the ability of groups will not play
a role in decision-making. In other words, providing a precise signal of the quality of an
estimate made by another person will eliminate the role of any group-specific beliefs in this
situation.

Preference channel. Suppose that DMs find switching to ys inherently costly. This assump-
tion is supported by the literature on belief formation which documents “conservatism bias”
(Benjamin, 2019). Suppose additionally that this cost depends upon the social group g of
the source s. In this case, both preferences for groups and beliefs about groups will play a
role in determining whether the DM chooses to switch to ys. If a DM has an intense dislike
for a particular group, or if there is some prescription against interacting with individuals
from some groups, this makes switching costlier than when observing another source where
these costs are smaller or do not exist.

If the signal about quality is noisy, then this leads to an identification problem as be-
haviour conditional on observing identical signals can be explained both by differences in
underlying beliefs about groups and by differences in preferences for groups (potentially
compounded by misspecified beliefs, as in Bohren et al. (2023)). However, if the signal
is precise, then any differential switching conditional on other observable characteristics
(other than the identity of the source) being equal can be attributed to preferences for (or
against) a particular identity. This is the linchpin of the experimental design – the quality of
information must be independent of the identity of the source and must be precisely known
to separate the belief and preference channels.

Next, I provide some intuition on why social identity may give rise to such preferences,
along with some context on religion and caste in India.

2.2 Social Identity and Preferences

Social psychologists conceptualise identity as an individual’s sense of self based on their
membership in social groups. Such groups may be driven by demographic factors like race,
gender, nationality, or through more subjective considerations such as hobbies, personal
interests, and affiliations with specific organizations (Tajfel and Turner, 1978). Economic
models of the channels through which identity influences behaviour broadly assert that
membership to a group carries prescriptions for appropriate behaviour. Individuals incur
costs from deviating from these prescriptions, and this motivates individuals to adhere to
these prescriptions (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000). In the context of social learning, the act of
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learning from other people involves associating with others in situations where some aspects
of their identity may be visible. This could invoke various identity-related prescriptions that
make associating with specific identity groups a transgression of their group’s norms. If
these considerations are sufficiently strong, this may prevent people from learning from
individuals belonging to certain identity groups.

Identity effects have been documented with both naturally occurring identities, and with
experimentally assigned identities. In this paper, I look at both of these categories. Next, I
provide some relevant information about the natural identity contexts studied in this paper
– religion and caste in India.

Caste in India. The caste system is a system of social stratification in India that goes back
thousands of years (Munshi, 2019). The system consists of thousands of caste groups called
jatis. Membership to caste groups is largely determined by birth. Additionally, many popu-
lation groups were excluded from the caste system and were regarded as “untouchables”.
The caste system is deep-rooted, complex, and has evolved over the centuries. Many promi-
nent features of the caste system such as endogamy, social hierarchy, segregation, and ritual
purity continue to exert a considerable influence on modern Indian society. While the caste
system is largely associated with Hinduism, most of the other religions are also a part of it,
and people can possess caste identities even if they are not Hindu.

To effectively target welfare programs and affirmative action policies, the Government
of India classifies castes into four “categories”. The “General” category (also known as the
Forward Castes, ≈ 30% of the population) consists of jatis that are considered socially and
economically advanced (in relative terms). People from the General category are more likely
to be wealthier and better educated than people from the other categories. The “Scheduled
Castes” (SC, ≈ 20% ) and “Scheduled Tribes” (ST, ≈ 9%) categories are formed of castes
that are the most economically and socially disadvantaged. This category also contains the
erstwhile “untouchables” or Dalits, and people from indigenous tribes. Last, the “Other Back-
ward Classes” (OBC, ≈ 40%) category consists of many jatis that are economically and so-
cially disadvantaged relative to the General category.

Caste and social learning. Individuals are likely to possess beliefs about the education
or cognitive ability of people belonging to particular caste groups. This can be driven by
economic realities such as disparities in education and income between caste groups, and
by caste-specific stereotypes. For example, some specific castes are perceived as intellectuals,
while others are perceived as entrepreneurial or business-oriented. Thus, if people believe
that individuals from one caste group are likely to be intelligent or well-educated, they may
prefer to learn from them. Conversely, people may prefer not to learn from people belonging
to caste groups that are perceived negatively.

Additionally, people may have strong preferences for associating with others from their
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caste groups and may have very strong preferences for not associating with caste groups
considered lower in status. Many caste groups are organised around occupational identity,
with many occupations associated with ritual pollution (such as tanning or sanitation). On
the other hand, people from downtrodden castes may bear a sense of pride or resentment
against the status hierarchy. They may prefer to be self-reliant rather than accept help or
advice from people belonging to castes above them in the hierarchy. Survey data from Pew
Research Center (2021) and data from my experiments indicate that ≈ 70% of people’s
friendship networks are restricted to their caste group. A reluctance to associate or workwith
someone from a different caste based on the hierarchy may lead to not using information
provided by them.

Religion in India – Hinduism and Islam. Religion is an important part of daily life in In-
dia. According to the 2011 census,≈ 80% of the country is Hindu,≈ 14% is Muslim, and the
rest of the population follows other religions such as Christianity, Sikhism, Buddhism, Jain-
ism, etc. The tensions between Hindus andMuslims in India have deep historical roots (often
traced back to the Mughal era) and were exacerbated during the British colonial period and
the eventual Partition of India. Contemporary conflicts arise from various socio-political fac-
tors such as territorial disputes, religious nationalism, and competition for resources. Such
tensions are often heightened by political polarisation along communal lines.

Like caste, religion can affect social learning through both belief and preference channels.
Since Muslims are, on average, poorer and less well-educated than Hindus (especially those
from the higher status castes), people may have beliefs that Muslims are less likely to be
intelligent or well-educated than upper-caste Hindus. In terms of preferences, purity norms
associated with caste differentiation also extend to Muslims (especially in terms of eating
beef). However, a history of communal tension coupled with rising mistrust and animosity
in recent times (Jaffrelot, 2021) are possibly more influential in driving preferences.

3 Experiment Design

Design goals. Studying the role of identity-driven beliefs and preferences for information
requires a setting where these channels can be cleanly separated. The priority is to precisely
control beliefs about the quality of information as any ambiguity in these beliefs leaves room
for various confounding factors to affect participant choices. Controlling beliefs requires a
decision task that has an objective truth, and that all individuals possess the same informa-
tion. If not, participants may always have beliefs that other people know something different
from themselves, or that they have different skills and experiences which could influence
performance in a given domain. It is also important to minimise the role of image concerns
and other forms of motivated reasoning that may influence learning choices.
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Below, I describe the experimental framework, the treatment conditions, and the iden-
tity contexts. A full set of screenshots of the experiment along with additional details are
presented in the appendix.

3.1 Experimental task

The experimental task builds on the “balls-and-urns” and “judge-advisor” paradigms, which
are widely used in experiments studying belief updating and social learning. The task takes
place in two periods. Participants make an incentivised decision in each period.

First period. Participants are shown two urns, urn A and urn B which contain 100 red or
black coloured balls. Urn A contains θ ∈ {70, 90} red balls, and urn B contains 100−θ red
balls. Urn A is randomly selected with probability p ∈ {0.5, 0.7,0.9} else urn B is selected.
k ∈ {3, 5} balls are drawn (with replacement) from the selected urn. The participant does
not know which urn is selected. The drawn balls are then shown to the participant.

After seeing the drawn balls, participants make their first incentivised decision. They
estimate y1 ∈ (0,100), the posterior probability that urn A was selected using a slider. Par-
ticipants also state their subjective certainty that y1 lies in a 5% interval centred around the
correct estimate.

Importantly, the true posterior can be calculated accurately by applying Bayes’ rule using
the provided information. In other words, there is an objective truth that a costless Bayesian
will be able to compute by applying Bayes’ rule. Details of Bayes’ rule and how it can be
applied to calculate the posterior are provided to all participants.2

Second period and main outcome. After making this decision, participants are shown a
value between 0-100, ys, which is associated with a source s. In addition to the estimate ys,
participants see one or more of (i) the group identity g of the source, and (ii) the quality
of the estimate. Figure 1 shows the representation of these elements in the experiment.
Participants are then asked to make a second decision y2 which is the result of a binary
choice: whether to stick to their first guess y2 = y1, or switch to the shown value y2 = ys.
This is the main outcome variable, Switch, which is 1 when y2 = ys and 0 when y2 = y1.

Participants complete six of these tasks, with different configurations of balls, urns, and
probabilities. These tasks are deployed in a series of experiments, listed in Table 1. Each
experiment studies a specific identity context and consists of two treatment groups. Par-
ticipants are assigned to one of these experiments and are randomly assigned upon entry
(between-subjects) into one of the two treatment groups. The treatment interventions are

2In open text responses, many participants indicated that they tried to apply Bayes’ rule while working on
the task.
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Table 1: Experiment overview

Experiment Identity Treatment Sample Sample size

Religion H – Hindu Panel survey 431

M – Muslim 422

Caste G – General Panel survey 564

O – SC/ST/OBC 575

Caste – No Quality G – General Panel survey 186

O – SC/ST/OBC 190

Minimal identity In-group Prolific 142

Out-group 136

Computer Computer Prolific 163

Human 430

Notes. Participants are assigned to one experiment, and to one identity condition within
each experiment. General – Source is from the General caste category. SC/ST/OBC –
Source is from the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, or Other Backward Classes
categories. In treatment Human, the sample from theMinimal experiments is also used.

based on manipulating the identity of the source between-subjects, while varying a partici-
pant’s knowledge and beliefs about the source s within a treatment. Below, I describe how
identities are made salient in each of the identity contexts.

Identity

Estimate

Quality

Figure 1: Source – Attributes

3.2 Identity contexts

Caste. In this experiment, the caste identity of the source is made salient through sur-
names that are informative of the caste category of the individual. These surnames are
shown along with an arbitrarily chosen initial (eg. Mr A. Moorthy) in place of “Study Partic-
ipant” in Figure 1. There are two treatments in this experiment, G and O. In treatment G,
surnames belonging to the General (or “Forward Castes”) category are used. In treatment O,
surnames belonging to the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, or Other Backward Classes
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(SC/ST/OBC) are used. The surnames used for G and O were validated for recognisability
through a separate survey that was conducted through the same survey provider. 200 indi-
viduals were incentivised to correctly classify a list of surnames into one of the four caste
categories.

The Caste experiment and the validation study were conducted through online surveys
with a sample of participants from India provided by Norstat. The effective sample size for
the main experiment is 851 Hindu participants – ≈ 63% of the participants belonged to
the General (G) caste, and the remaining ≈ 37% belonged to one of the other caste groups.
Relative to the population, the G category is overrepresented in the sample.

Religion. The religious identity of the source is made salient using surnames that are in-
formative of the religion of the individual. In treatment Hindu, the names are the same as
those used in the G treatment of the Caste experiment. In treatment Muslim, the surnames
are commonMuslim surnames. TheMuslim surnames were not validated separately as these
are generally easily identifiable by Indians.

This experiment was conducted through online surveys with a sample of participants
from India provided by Faktum Research. The effective sample size is 853 participants of
whom 647 were Hindus (≈ 75%), 67 Muslims (≈ 8%), and the rest (≈ 17%) of other
religions. Muslims are under-represented in the sample, relative to the population.

Minimal Identity. In this experiment, identities are created through the minimal iden-
tity paradigm that has been used for decades by social scientists to study identity effects.
Originally conceived by Tajfel et al. (1971), the method involves asking participants to first
participate in an innocuous task and then using their responses to classify them into arbitrar-
ily named groups. In experiment Minimal, I follow the method used in Chen and Li (2009)
to assign minimal identities to participants. First, participants are asked to examine a few
pairs of paintings and indicate which painting they preferred in each pair.3 Next, partici-
pants are classified into either the Orange or Purple group based on whether they preferred
more Klee (Orange) or Kandinsky (Purple) paintings. Participants are informed that they
have been assigned to a group based on their choices, and that others in their group also
liked similar paintings. Participants are also reminded of their assigned group identity after
the third of the six tasks.

Participants in this experiment were recruited through Prolific (a popular survey plat-
form for social science experiments) and came from the US, UK, and EU.

3One of the paintings in each pair was created by the artist Paul Klee, and the other by the artist Wassily
Kandinsky. Paintings by these artists have been used in many studies that use this method because of their
similarity (at least, to the untrained eye).
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Computer. This experiment is a comparison of whether people switch differently when
seeing information from a non-social source relative to seeing information from a social
source. In this experiment, participants see either an anonymous “Study Participant” or a
“Computer”. In treatment Computer, participants are told that the estimate is generated by
a computer algorithm and that this is correct with a given probability. The phrasing of this
text was carefully designed to be as close as possible to the phrasing for the other treatment
groups. The comparison group for this treatment are participants pooled from a separate
treatment within this experiment (Choice, where sources are labelled as “Study Participant”,
with everything else identical to the other experiments) and responses from the minimal
group experiment.⁴

Participants in this experiment were recruited through Prolific (a popular survey plat-
form for social science experiments) and came from the US, UK, and EU.

3.3 Source Quality

In all experiments except Caste – No Quality, participants are given a signal about the qual-
ity Q of the source’s estimate. This is the probability with which the source’s estimate is
incentive maximising, implying that the estimate lies within ±2% points of the Bayesian
posterior. This probability is either Q ∈ {50, 90} in Caste, or is Q ∈ {50, 60,70, 80,90} in
the other experiments.⁵ Participants see an inaccurate answer with a 100−Q percentage
chance. The quality varies within-subject – the probability is chosen randomly at the task
level.

In experiment Caste, the following information is shown to participants:

There is a Q % chance that this number is the correct answer.

The computer has access to a pool of participants who made correct guesses on
this exact task in a previous study. They had the same information and saw the
same balls as you when making their guess. The computer randomly chooses
one of these people and shows you a number:

• With Q% probability, the shown number is the chosen person’s correct
guess.

• Otherwise, the shown number is incorrect.

In all other experiments, the following information is shown to participants:

There is a Q % chance that this guess is within ±2% points of the correct answer.

⁴This was pre-registered, under the condition that the treatment effects in Minimal were minimal.
⁵This difference in the set of options was pre-registered, following an iteration on the design after the first

set of studies.
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A computer randomly chooses this guess from the guesses made on this exact
task by participants in a previous study - they had the same information, and
saw the same ball colours when making their guess.

In the Computer treatment, the following information is shown to participants:

There is a Q % chance that this value is within ±2% points of the correct answer.

Otherwise, the computer chooses a random number between 0 and 100.

Experiment Caste – No Quality

To provide a baseline, participants assigned to experiment No Quality do not see the quality
of the estimate. They only see the caste identity of the source and the estimate. The following
information is presented to participants in this treatment instead of the quality information:

The computer has access to a pool of participants who made guesses on this
exact task in a previous study. They had the same information and saw the same
balls as you when making their guess. The computer randomly chooses one of
these people and shows you the chosen person’s guess.

3.4 Study details and procedures

Choice of parameters. Individuals complete six of these tasks, which vary in the parame-
ters. The tasks are pre-defined in the sense that the values of the base rates, urn composition,
and the signals (colours of drawn balls) are the same for all participants.⁶ The tasks, cor-
responding parameters, and other details are listed in Table 2. Participants see tasks in a
randomised order.⁷

Source Estimates. The estimates shown to participants in the different tasks of the main
experiments are displayed in the last two columns of Table 2. The source estimates are
generated from the first period responses to the tasks in Table 2 in a separate survey with
an Indian sample. The estimates made in the source survey were also incentivised. The esti-
mates that are shown to participants in the main study are chosen from a pool of correct and
incorrect responses made by people from different identity groups. I curate the estimates
in the following manner:

• For each task, two estimates are selected such that at least one participant from each
relevant identity group made that estimate. For example, 51 is chosen on task 1, and
at least one participant from the G, O, and Muslim categories made this estimate.

⁶Themotivation behind this design choice was to control the task difficulty and distance between shown es-
timates and true posteriors across tasks and treatment conditions, while staying within budgetary constraints.
⁷In experiment Caste, the last of the six tasks is repeated – it is the same as one of the first two tasks faced

by a participant to facilitate a test-retest analysis. This is described in more detail in Section 6.
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• For each task, one of the estimates is within ±2% of the Bayesian posterior. This is the
“correct” answer.

• The second estimate (“incorrect”) is chosen such that it is at least 15% points away
from the true value.

Table 2: List of balls and urns tasks

# Base Rate Red Balls Total (Red) Draws True Value Correct Incorrect

1 0.7 70 3 (1) 50 51 25

2 0.7 70 5 (2) 50 48 26

3 0.9 70 3 (2) 95.5 95 76

4 0.9 90 3 (0) 1.2 3 23

5 0.9 70 5 (4) 99.1 97 82

6 0.5 70 5 (4) 92.7 92 77

Notes. Base rate is the probability with which the red bag is selected. Red balls is the number of red
balls in the red bag. Total (red) draws is the number of balls that are drawn from the selected bag,
with the number of red balls drawn in brackets. True value is the Bayesian posterior probability that
the red bag was selected. Correct and Incorrect values for the source in each task are selected from
responses on the same tasks in a previous study using the procedure described in Section 3.4.

Incentives – Participation and main tasks. Participants complete six tasks, and they
make two decisions in each task. One of the 12 decisions is randomly chosen for a bonus
reward. Participants get a $ 3 bonus payment if the chosen decision is within ±2% of the
true posterior, else they get no bonus. All participants receive a $ 2 fee for participating in
the study. Participants are paid in cash or in “channel points” with a value equivalent to the
stated dollar amounts.

Attention and comprehension checks. Participants are only allowed to participate in the
incentivised tasks if they can successfully pass multiple attention checks and provide correct
answers to four comprehension questions. In the Religion and Caste experiments, we screen
out about 75% of all participants who enter the experiment. In the experiments conducted
on Prolific, the pass rate is about 45%.

Additional details. The experiments were programmed using OTree (Chen et al., 2016).
The experiments on Prolific were conducted in March 2023. The Religion experiment was
conducted in collaboration with Faktum Research in April 2023. The Caste experiments
were conducted in September 2023 in collaboration with Norstat. The experiments were
pre-registered at the AEA RCT registry (#0011066 and #0011924). All experiments were
reviewed and approved by the IRB at the Norwegian School of Economics. Appendix Ta-
ble B.1 provides more details on the demographics of the different samples.
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3.5 Survey module

Demographics. In all experiments, participants provide their age, sex, education level,
and employment status. In the Caste and Religion experiments, participants also state their
religion, caste group, religiosity, and their favourite religious festival (free text). These ques-
tions also serve as a mild priming device, drawing attention to these characteristics before
themain decision tasks (as in Chen et al. (2014)). Participants are only asked these questions
after clearing the attention and comprehension tests.

Reflection question. We ask respondents to type free-form responses to:

Please tell us how you used the recommendation when making the second deci-
sion in the tasks. How did you think about the choice of using your own decision
or the shown number?

The belief and reflection questions are presented after participants complete the decision
tasks.

Exposure and Attitudes. Participants in the Caste experiments respond to three additional
survey questions before the end of the study. The first two elicit the extent to which respon-
dents have close associations with people who belong to their religious or caste out-groups.
The questions are:

How many of your friends belong to the same [Religion/Caste category] as you?

The final question elicits people’s attitudes towards caste-based affirmative action poli-
cies.

Do you support reservations in jobs and educational institutions based on caste?

Beliefs – Group performance. Participants in the Caste experiments state their beliefs
about the probability that an anonymous person belonging to a caste or religious group
will answer the experimental task correctly. These beliefs are incentivised for accuracy –
participants earn an additional $0.50 if they guess the number within ±5% points of the
true probability, which is calculated based on a previous study.

If a randomly selected individual belonging to the [Caste group] category at-
tempted the Decision task (the task that you just completed). What do you be-
lieve is the probability (0% to 100%) that they will answer it correctly? 0%
means that they will never get it correct. 100% means that they will always get
it correct.

These questions are asked for the “General” and “Scheduled Castes” caste groups.
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4 Learning: Aggregate patterns

I start by looking at the descriptive patterns of how people learn from others in the experi-
ments. The main outcome variable is the participants’ second-period decision: whether they
stick to their first-period decision or switch to the source.

The bars in the Panel (a) of Figure 2 show the fraction of decisions in each of the ex-
periment groups in which individuals choose to switch to the source in the second period.
Results are shown by pooling the different treatment conditions within each study (Panel (a)
of Appendix Figure A.1 shows this separately for each treatment). The figure shows that par-
ticipants switch in a substantial fraction of decisions, ranging from ≈ 24% in experiment
Religion to ≈ 37% in the experiments conducted with the US/EU sample on Prolific. The tri-
angles in the figure show the fraction of decisions where participants would have earned the
incentive if they had switched, instead of sticking to their first-period guess. The triangles
are much higher than the fraction of individuals switching, which means that participants
leave a lot of money on the table by not switching to the source when it would have benefited
them to do so.

Across experiment conditions, participants’ task performance is fairly low. Panel (b) of
Appendix Figure A.1 shows the fraction of first-period decisions which are incentive max-
imising, which ranges from ≈ 4% in the Religion experiment, to ≈ 12% in the Caste ex-
periment. These success rates highlight that participants find the task challenging. At the
same time, participant’s self-reported confidence in the accuracy of their first estimates is
very high which suggests that participants vastly underestimate the difficulty of the experi-
mental task.

Appendix Figure A.2 shows the distribution of the number of switches made by partici-
pants in each experiment. In the experiments conducted with an Indian sample, the mode
of switching decisions is 0 – about 30% of participants never switch in any of the tasks. In
the Prolific experiments, the fraction of participants who never switch is smaller than in the
India sample. The patterns are quite different in the Computer treatment – here, participants
are more likely to switch on the intensive margin as well as the extensive margin.

Subjective certainty. Intuitively, the more confident individuals are about their perfor-
mance on a given task, the less likely they would be to switch to the source. In all experi-
ments, participants report their certainty in the accuracy of their independent estimate. This
is a participant’s belief about the probability that their estimate is within ±2% points of the
incentive maximising answer.⁸ Panel (a) of Figure 3 is a binned scatter plot of certainty in
a decision and the magnitude of the error in that decision. Panel (b) of Figure 3 shows a
binned scatter plot of certainty and the likelihood of switching to the source. Across exper-

⁸A caveat here is that subjective certainty elicitations could be noisy. However, they provide a sense of how
confident a participant is in their own estimate.
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(a) Switching behaviour
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Figure 2: (a) Bars: fraction of decisions where participants choose to switch to the source in each experiment.
Triangles: fraction of decisions where switching to ys would have been incentive maximising. Error bars in-
dicate 95% confidence intervals. (b): Fraction of participants who make optimal decisions, in the sense of
comparing their subjective certainty against the quality of the source. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
intervals. Results are shown pooling treatment conditions in each study (G and O in Caste, Hindu and Muslim
in Religion, and Choice, Minimal and Computer in Prolific).

iments, higher subjective certainty is correlated with more accurate first-period decisions,
and with a decreased likelihood of switching to the source in the second period. These pat-
terns indicate that while participants are, on average, over-confident, their behaviour is in
line with their subjective confidence.

As motivated in Section 2, a relevant benchmark to evaluate the optimality of partici-
pants’ decisions is comparing a participant’s confidence in the accuracy of their estimate to
the quality of the shown estimate. With this definition, an optimal decision is one where
participants stick to their own decision if their certainty is higher than the quality of the
source, and switch to the source if their certainty is lower than the quality of the source.
The right-hand panel of Figure 2 shows the fraction of participants who make such optimal
decisions in the different experiments. Across experiments, about ≈ 35% of decisions are
optimal. The remaining 65% either stick when they should have switched, or switch when
they should not have.

5 The role of beliefs

The main goal of the experiments is to identify preferences for the identity of information
sources by controlling the role of beliefs in participants’ decisions. This section provides
evidence that the exogenous manipulation of beliefs about the quality of information influ-
ences learning. It also shows that controlling beliefs is important because people believe
that identity groups differ in task ability.
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Figure 3: Binned scatter plots showing the relationship between (a): the error made on a decision and the
participant’s subjective certainty in the accuracy of their decision. (b): the likelihood of switching to the
source’s estimate and subjective certainty. Results are shown pooling treatment conditions in each study (G
and O in Caste, Hindu and Muslim in Religion, and Choice, Minimal and Computer in Prolific).

5.1 Exogenous beliefs about the quality of information

In most of the experiments in this paper, participants receive a signal about the quality of the
estimate that they are shown while making the switching decision. This signal is the exact
probability with which switching to the shown estimate will yield the incentive. This is either
∈ {50,90} in experiment Caste, or one of∈ {50, 60,70, 80,90} in the other experiments. The
quality varies within treatments and is randomly chosen at the task level (all participants
do 6 tasks).

The standard view in economics that information demand is primarily a search for qual-
ity would imply that an increase in the quality of information ought to lead to an increase
in switching to the source. Figure 4 shows that this is indeed the prevalent pattern in each
of the experiments where the quality of information is provided to participants. Participants
are much more likely to switch to the shown estimate ys when the information provided
by s is of higher quality. The pattern varies across samples and is more pronounced in the
experiments conducted on the US/EU samples on Prolific.

The patterns also show conservatism in learning from others even at high levels of infor-
mation quality. Switching to the source when the source’s estimate has a 90% probability
of being correct is quite low – ranging from ≈ 36% to ≈ 53%.

5.2 Underlying beliefs about identity groups

People may use the social identity of an information source to form beliefs about the qual-
ity of information provided by them. In a separate survey (N = 327), I elicit incentivised
beliefs about the likelihood that a randomly chosen individual from the G, O, or Muslim
categories would make an accurate independent estimate on the decision task. Figure 5
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Figure 4: The graph shows the fraction of decisions where participants choose to switch to the source in each ex-
periment, split by the quality of the information. The quality Q ∈ {50, 90} in Caste, and Q ∈ {50,60, 70,80, 90}
in the other experiments. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

shows the cumulative distribution of these beliefs and indicates that people do indeed have
different beliefs about these groups. Panel (a) shows that survey respondents believe that
the G category outperforms the O category, and Panel (b) shows that respondents believe
that Hindus outperform Muslims on the decision task.

Apart from these differences, another striking fact is that beliefs are substantially mis-
specified – most participants vastly overestimate the likelihood of success of all identity
groups. Further, the levels of these beliefs are very similar across the various groups. For
example, high caste status Hindus believe that the likelihood of success is 76.6% for fellow
high caste Hindus, 71% for low caste status Hindus, and 61.7% for Muslims. The actual
success rates are much lower – ≈ 9% for Hindus, and ≈ 11% for Muslims.
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Figure 5: CDF of beliefs about the likelihood that a person from the G or O caste category succeeds at the task.
Panel (a) – Red line: O category, Black line: G category. Panel (b) – Red line: Muslims, Black line: Hindus.

To summarise, these results highlight that (i) beliefs about the quality of information
influence switching, (ii) switching is fairly conservative, even when information quality is
high, and (iii) people believe that identity groups differ on task ability. The results show
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the importance of controlling beliefs to identify preferences for the identity of information
sources.

6 The role of preferences

This section presents results on whether people have preferences for the identity of informa-
tion sources. The section begins with an analysis of the average treatment effects, proceeds
to examine heterogeneity by the religious or caste identity of the participant, and concludes
with a battery of robustness tests and additional heterogeneity analyses.

6.1 Preferences for the identity of information sources

The experiments are designed to identify whether people prefer to learn more from informa-
tion sources belonging to one social group over another. I estimate the following specification
using OLS regressions to identify preferences for the identity of information sources:

Switchi,n = β0 + β1Ti +Q i,n + γi + νn + εi, (1)

i is a participant who decides whether to switch in task n. Ti is an indicator variable for the
identity treatment group to which participant i is assigned to in a given experiment. In the
Caste experiment, T = 1 if the participant is assigned to treatment group G, and T = 0 if
the participant is assigned to treatment group O. In the Religion experiment, T = 1 if the
participant is assigned to treatment group H, and T = 0 if the participant is assigned to
treatment group M . In the Minimal experiment, T = 1 if the participant is assigned to the
treatment group where they see in-group sources, and 0 if they see out-group sources. In the
Computer treatment, T = 1 if the participant sees information from a Computer, and T = 0

if the source is an anonymous human. Q i,n is the quality of the information source seen by
participant i in task n. γi is a set of demographic controls (age, gender, tertiary education,
and employment status). νn are controls for task order and individual tasks. Standard errors
are clustered at the participant level. The regressions also control for participants’ subjective
certainty of the accuracy of their first guess.

Figure 6 presents the results from estimating this equation for each of the four main
experiments separately (the regression results are presented in Appendix Table B.2, and
detailed regression analyses are presented in Appendix Tables B.4–B.7). The figure shows
the estimated coefficients and 95% confidence intervals for the treatment dummy variable
T for each of the experiments. The estimated average treatment effect in the Caste, Reli-
gion, and Minimal experiment groups are statistically indistinguishable from zero. In other
words, participants do not switch differently whether the information comes from a G caste
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or O caste group individual in the Caste experiment, a Hindu or a Muslim in the Religion
experiment, or their experimentally assigned in-group member or an out-group member in
the Minimal experiment.
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Figure 6: Estimated average treatment effects in each experiment. Each point is the estimated coefficient for
the treatment dummy variable. The estimated specification is Equation 1, and standard errors are clustered at
the participant level. Controls are: A set of demographic controls, task and order fixed effects, stated subjective
certainty, and the quality of the information source. Table B.2 presents the corresponding regression tables.

Robustness tests and alternate mechanisms – presented in Section 6.3 – show that these
null results cannot be explained by overconfidence, experimenter demand, motivated rea-
soning, or beliefs. The experiments are also well-powered and the 95% confidence intervals
are small compared to effect sizes found in other experiments on learning and group or
social identity.

Taken together, the lack of an economically or statistically significant treatment effect
in the experiments where people have the option of learning from other humans supports
the interpretation that people may not have preferences for whom they get information
from when the quality of information is precisely known. On the other hand, the estimated
treatment effect is large and positive for theHuman vs. Computer experiment (the right-most
estimate presented in Figure 6), indicating that participants respond much more strongly to
information that comes from a computer or algorithm, relative to an anonymous individual.
A detailed investigation of this result is presented in Section 8.
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6.2 Heterogeneity: Decision maker identity

6.2.1 In-group preferences

Next, I study whether there are in-group preferences for the identity of information sources.
A person’s identity relative to the identity of the source of information could be an important
determinant of such preferences. Indeed, a large body of work has found that in-group
favouritism affects social preferences in many contexts (Shayo, 2020; Charness and Chen,
2020). The data allows for an investigation of whether the overlap between a participant’s
identity and the (exogenously assigned) identity of the information source matters. Since
we elicit people’s religion and caste, we can study whether people prefer to get information
from their caste or religious in-groups than from their out-groups. For example, G caste
participants may prefer to get information from G caste sources rather than from O caste
sources.

I estimate the following specification using OLS regressions to identify the existence of
in-group preferences for the identity of information sources:

Switchi,n = β0 + β1Ti + β2Ci + β3Ti × Ci ++Q i,n + γi +µn + εi, (2)

Here, C = 1 if the identity of the participant is the same as the identity for which T = 1

in the relevant experiment. In experiment Caste, C = 1 if the participant belongs to the
general category (G) and C = 0 if the participant belongs to the SC/ST/OBC categories. In
experiment Hindu, C = 1 if the participant is Hindu and C = 0 if the participant is Muslim.

The coefficient β1 is the treatment effect of seeing a T = 1 source relative to a T = 0

source for C = 0 participants. β1 + β3 is the treatment effect of seeing a T = 1 source
relative to a T = 0 source for T = 1 group participants. The interaction coefficient β3 is the
difference in the treatment effects between T = 0 and T = 1 identity group participants. The
main (pre-registered) hypothesis here is that β3 > 0, which would identify that participants
prefer to get information from their in-groups than from their out-groups.

Table 3 presents the results from estimating equation 2 on different samples. Columns
(i)-(ii) show results for the Caste experiment, and Columns (iii)–(iv) show results for the
Religion experiment. The estimated coefficients on the interaction terms are not statistically
significant (either individually, or jointly). Therefore, there is no evidence that participants
belonging to different caste categories or religions have in-group preferences for information
from their caste or religion in-groups. The results are robust to the inclusion of a host of
demographic controls, and to controlling for participant’s stated subjective certainty.
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Table 3: Regression analysis: In-group preferences

Switch to source
Caste Religion

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

G Source × G Participant -0.045 -0.034
(0.045) (0.044)

G Source 0.003 -0.010
(0.036) (0.036)

Hindu Source × Hindu Participant -0.088 -0.092
(0.071) (0.070)

Hindu Source 0.075 0.081
(0.068) (0.067)

G Participant 0.008 0.001
(0.032) (0.032)

Hindu Participant -0.005 0.003
(0.043) (0.042)

Quality 0.061∗∗∗ 0.060∗∗∗ 0.138∗∗∗ 0.134∗∗∗
(0.015) (0.014) (0.047) (0.047)

Certainty -0.003∗∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗
(0.000) (0.000)

Constant 0.300∗∗∗ 0.484∗∗∗ 0.140∗∗∗ 0.329∗∗∗
(0.027) (0.069) (0.052) (0.083)

Task controls Ø Ø
Demog. controls Ø Ø

R2 0.006 0.035 0.004 0.021
Observations 4,830 4,830 4,231 4,231
Clusters 851 851 733 733

Notes. The table presents estimates from OLS regressions of Equation 2. The
dependent variable is 1 if the participant switches to the source’s estimate ys.
Columns (i)-(ii) present estimates from experiment Caste, (ii)-(iv) from experi-
ment Religion. G = 1 if the participant/source is from the General caste cate-
gory, and 0 if the participant/source is from the SC/ST/OBC categories. Hindu
source/Hindu participant indicates that the source or participant is Hindu, else
they are Muslim. The samples are restricted to the identity groups mentioned
above. Task controls include order and problem fixed effects. Demographic con-
trols are age, education, employment, and gender. Standard errors are clustered
at the participant level. ∗ p < 0.10,∗ ∗ p < 0.05,∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.

6.2.2 Multiple identities – Religion and caste

The Religion experiment allows for the study of the intersection of religious and caste iden-
tity. The surnames of the sources in treatment group Hindu indicate both their religion and
their caste category. All Hindu surnames used in the experiment belong to the General caste
category (these are the same surnames as used in the G treatment group in the Caste ex-
periment). Therefore, Hindus belonging to the G category and the O category may respond
differently to G - Hindu sources, relative to Muslim sources.

I estimate the specification in Equation 2 using OLS on the full sample, as well as on
caste category sub-samples for Hindu participants in the experiment. Table 4 presents the
results and shows that participants belonging to the General category do not switch differ-
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ently based on the religious identity of the source. However, participants belonging to the
SC/ST/OBC categories switch less often when they see a G category Hindu source than
when they see a Muslim source. The effect is substantial and is roughly 40% of the mean.
This heterogeneity result suggests that preferences for the identity of information sources
may exist for (or between) certain identity groups. In light of the relatively low statistical
power and limited causal interpretability of this result, I interpret this as weak evidence for
the existence of preferences for the identity of information sources.

Table 4: Regression analysis: Heterogeneous effects by caste category

Switch to source
All Hindus SC/ST/OBC General Muslims

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

Hindu Source -0.104∗∗∗ -0.106∗∗∗ 0.040 0.067
(0.038) (0.039) (0.026) (0.063)

Hindu Source × General caste 0.144∗∗∗
(0.046)

Quality 0.136∗∗∗ 0.164∗∗ 0.124∗∗ 0.154
(0.048) (0.081) (0.060) (0.159)

Certainty -0.002∗∗∗ -0.001∗ -0.002∗∗∗ -0.003∗
(0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.002)

Constant 0.391∗∗∗ 0.332∗∗ 0.329∗∗∗ 0.181
(0.083) (0.132) (0.100) (0.236)

General caste -0.103∗∗∗ 0.016
(0.035) (0.066)

Task controls Ø Ø Ø Ø
Demog. controls Ø Ø Ø Ø

R2 0.027 0.029 0.032 0.059
Dependent variable mean 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.273
Observations 3,743 1,334 2,409 488
Clusters 647 231 416 86

Notes. The table presents estimates from OLS regressions of Equation 2. The
dependent variable is 1 if the participant switches to the source’s estimate ys.
G source/participant = 1 when the source/participant belongs to the General
caste category and is 0 otherwise. Hindu source/participant = 1 when the
source/participant is Hindu. Quality is a continuous variable which indicates the
percentage chance with which the source’s estimate is correct. Demographic con-
trols are the participant’s age and dummies for employment, college education and
gender. Standard errors are clustered at the participant level. ∗ p < 0.10,∗ ∗ p <
0.05,∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.

6.3 Robustness of the main results

Noisy responses. Given the nature of the task and the fact that the India samples are not
typically exposed to incentivised economic experiments (as is the case with participants from
Prolific), a relevant concern is that the results may be driven by confusion or inattention to
the main tasks or instructions. By design, the experiment minimises the possibility of a lack
of understanding of the requirements of the task, the incentive structure, or the nature of
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the decision context in driving the results. All participants are required to pass an extensive
training module and screening tests. These tests screen out nearly 80% of the participants
in the India samples. In the Prolific samples, the screening rate is around 40%. The nature
of the experiment task allows for further tests of whether the main results are driven by
noisy responses.

Figure 7 shows the results from a battery of robustness tests for the Caste and Religion ex-
periments. These tests use features of participant’s responses that are indicative of reduced
levels of noisiness, fatigue, or inattention. First, participants may be more motivated, ener-
getic, or likely to remember instructions at the beginning of the experiment. Restricting the
sample to the first two (of six) tasks does not make any difference to the estimated treatment
effect.

Next, completing tasks very quickly or very slowly may reflect inattention or distraction.
I find that excluding decisions that are in the top and bottom 20% of time taken while
making the switching decision does not affect the estimates.
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Figure 7: Robustness tests – Each point is the estimated coefficient on the treatment dummy variable. Error
bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. The estimated specification is Equation 1, and standard errors are
clustered at the participant level. Controls are: A set of demographic controls, task and order fixed effects,
stated subjective certainty, and the quality of the information source. Table B.9-B.10 presents the regression
tables used to construct this plot.

Next, participants who do not switch in any of the tasks may be less likely to be engaged
when completing the tasks. I restrict the sample to participants who switch at least once,
and I find that the treatment effect is just about statistically significant at the 5% level.
However, this is the only robustness test that finds a statistically significant result, and the
similarity of the effect size on this particular sub-sample does not provide strong support
for the existence of a general preference for learning from a particular caste group.

Finally, I use an additional feature of experiment Caste to test whether attention or en-
gagement drives the results. Participants complete six tasks, and the last task that each
participant faces is the same as one of the first 3 tasks. Two analyses based on this feature
lend support to the robustness of the main results. First, the correlation between the re-
sponses in the identical tasks is 0.62, which is quite strong. This indicates that participants
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behave similarly – by making similar independent estimates – in the same task, which oc-
cur at the beginning and end of the task sequence. A low correlation in the independent
guesses (y1) between two iterations of the same task would indicate noisiness. Second, the
estimated treatment effect is not distinguishable from zero for participants whose estimates
in identical tasks are more similar. It is plausible that participants who are more consistent
in their choices may behave differently than those who are less focused and hence less likely
to make consistent estimates. However, the results show that there is no difference between
these types of participants – the last two points in Figure 7 show that the estimates for sub-
samples where this difference between the two estimates on the same task is ≤ 5 and ≤ 20

respectively. These estimates are very similar to those with the full sample.
Figure A.3 presents similar robustness tests for in-group preferences. The figure shows

the coefficient on the interaction term when estimating Equation 2 within experiment Caste.
The pattern is consistent and replicates the main result that the estimated treatment effect
does not differ by the caste identity of the participant.

Experimenter demand effects. Experimenter demand is often an issue in online experi-
ments, and I implement several measures tominimise these effects. First, the within-subjects
design means that participants are unaware of the other treatment variations. Participants
in the caste and religion experiments would not be surprised upon seeing G caste and Hindu

names in an online survey environment as these populations are overrepresented, relative
to the population, in online settings. Therefore, they are unlikely to anticipate a treatment
where the sources are exclusively O caste or Muslim.

Second, if experimenter demand were a factor, it would be far more surprising to see six
consecutive O caste category names than it would be to see six G category names. This would
mean that the decisions in the O treatments would be more susceptible to experimenter
demand – participants would be more likely to switch more when seeing an O type source,
relative to G type sources. However, the data shows that this is not the case: Appendix
Figure A.5 shows the fraction of individuals switching within each treatment (the identity
of the source, G or O) by the respondent’s caste group (G or O). From the figure, we can
see that G type participants switch slightly less when seeing a G source, than when they see
an O source. These patterns are consistent with a limited impact of experimenter demand.

Biases in probabilistic reasoning. A large literature (reviewed in Benjamin (2019)) has
shown that belief updating in the balls-and-urns paradigm is subject to a variety of system-
atic biases. People update differently if they receive information that confirms (or discon-
firms) their original estimate, if they are more (or less) confident, or if they are more (or less)
rational (in terms of applying Bayes’ rule). Given this body of evidence, a pertinent concern
is that the null treatment effect might conceal significant systematic variation along some
of these dimensions. For example, preferences for the identity of information sources may
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be different for confirmation-seeking or overconfident individuals.
Figure 8 presents estimates of the average treatment effect from regressions that slice

the data along various dimensions that are the source of systematic biases in belief updating.
The first panel splits the sample into quartiles based on their reported certainty in their in-
dependent guess (with higher quartiles being more confident). The second panel splits the
sample by the distance of the source estimate from the independent guess (lower quartiles
are more likely to exhibit confirmation seeking behaviour). The third panel splits the sample
by the error made on the first guess, with higher quartiles representing more inaccurate de-
cisions. The figure shows that there is no evidence of heterogeneous treatment effects along
(i) participants’ subjective certainty in their first period guess, (ii) the distance between their
first period guess and the source’s estimate, and (iii) the error made on the first guess. This
set of results supports the evidence pointing towards the lack of a preference channel.
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Figure 8: Heterogeneity analyses in the Caste experiment. Panels show regressions on different subsamples.
Figures (a)-(c) show regressions for each quantile of first guess certainty, the absolute distance between the
y1 and ys, and first guess error (|y1 − yT |). Controls are: A set of demographic controls, task and order fixed
effects, stated subjective certainty, and the quality of the information source. Standard errors are clustered at
the participant level in all regressions.

Further heterogeneity analyses studying behaviour by (a) exposure to different caste
and religious groups, (b) religiosity, and (c) individualism are presented in Appendix C.
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6.4 Learning when quality is unknown

The main results show that while there are perceived differences in the abilities of different
identity groups, there is no evidence for preferences for particular identity groups when the
quality of information is exogenously provided. I conduct an additional experiment to study
behaviour when the identity of the information source is salient but the quality of informa-
tion is unknown. In experiment Caste – No Quality (as in experiment Caste) participants are
assigned to see sources belonging to either the G or O caste category. The key difference in
this experiment is that participants are not provided any information about the quality of ys.
In other words, the decision to switch will be influenced by participants’ group-level beliefs,
which as we have already seen implies that they may be more likely to listen to G than O

sources. On the other hand, the demonstrated conservatism in switching implies that the
effect of belief differences is likely to be relatively small.

The binned scatter plots in Figure 9 show the correlations between whether participants
switch to a source belonging to a particular caste group against their beliefs about the like-
lihood that a person from that caste group succeeds at the task. The left panel of Figure 9
shows the correlations in experiment Caste – No Quality, and shows that beliefs about the
group that a source belongs to are correlated with the decision to switch to a source be-
longing to the same group. The right-hand panel of Figure 9 shows these correlations in
experiment Caste where participants are additionally given information about the quality of
the source’s estimate. Appendix Table B.12 shows this in the form of regressions.

The raw correlation between beliefs about the performance of a given caste group and
switching to a source from that caste group is ≈ 0.09. The correlation increases to ≈ 0.14

when looking at participants who report being subjectively uncertain in the accuracy of their
first guess. This suggests that participants do indeed rely on underlying beliefs about groups
to make the stick-or-switch decision. Additionally, when the quality of the information is
provided (experiment Caste), these correlations mostly vanish – ≈ 0.02 unconditional, and
≈ 0.04 for the low certainty participants. Strikingly, the increase in switching when beliefs
about the success of a particular caste group moves from 50% to 90% is approximately the
same as the difference in switching when beliefs about quality are exogenously varied by
the same amount.

Treatment effects. Figure 10 shows the results from estimating the specification in Equa-
tion 1 for this experiment. The figure shows the estimated coefficients of the treatment
dummy variable using the full sample, and sub-samples based on the participant’s caste
group. The results show that the estimated treatment effect is not statistically significant –
participants do not appear to switch differently whether they see a G source or an O source.
The results can be explained by the difference in magnitude between the difference in be-
liefs about the performance of different groups and the responsiveness to signals about the
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Figure 9: Binned scatter plots of the likelihood of switching to a source belonging to the G or O caste categories
against incentivised beliefs about the likelihood that a person from the G or O caste group is likely to be correct
on the task. (a): Participants are not informed about the quality of the source’s estimate. (b): Participants are
given precise information about the quality of the source’s estimate.

quality of information. Participants’ responsiveness to the quality of information is relatively
muted – a 40% increase in quality leads to ≈ 10% increase in switching in the Caste experi-
ment. In comparison, the magnitude of participants’ beliefs about the differences in ability
between the caste groups is much smaller (about 5− 10%).⁹
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Figure 10: Average treatment effects in experiment Caste – No Quality. Each point is the estimated coefficient
for the treatment dummy variable, and indicates the difference in the likelihood of switching to the shown
estimate when the caste identity of the source is G, relative to O. The first two points show estimates from
the full sample, and the next two show estimates restricting the sample by the participant’s caste category.
Standard errors are clustered at the participant level. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. Controls
are: A set of demographic controls, task and order fixed effects, stated subjective certainty, and the quality of
the information source.

⁹Experimenter demand effects in this experiment can be ruled out – Appendix Figure A.4 shows that both
G and O category participants are equally likely to switch when seeing an O source. However, when seeing a
G source, G category participants are less likely to switch to it than O category participants.
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7 Identity and sensitivity to quality

Section 5 presented evidence that participants switch more when the quality of the informa-
tion provided by the source increases. A pertinent question is whether the extent to which
people are sensitive to quality depends upon the identity of the information source. Since
the quality of information is randomly assigned within subjects (at the task level), it is pos-
sible to causally estimate whether the sensitivity to the quality of information depends on
the identity of the information source using the following specification:

Switchi,n = β0 + β1Ti + β2Q i,n + β3Ti ×Q i,n + γi + νn + εi, (3)

Where Q i,n is the quality of the information ys seen by participant i in task n. The inter-
action term β3 can be interpreted as the difference in the responsiveness to information
quality between identity groups in a given treatment. A non-zero coefficient would mean
that preferences for the identity of information sources affect their sensitivity to an increase
in the quality of the information source.
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Figure 11: Estimated coefficients of the interaction term Treatment×Quality. Each point indicates whether
sensitivity to the quality of the source’s estimate varies depending on the identity of the source and is estimated
separately for each experiment group. Controls are: A set of demographic controls, task and order fixed effects,
stated subjective certainty, and the quality of the information source. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
intervals. Standard errors are clustered at the participant level

Figure 11 presents the results from estimating this equation for the experiments where
quality and identity are both manipulated. In experiments Caste, Minimal, and Computer,
there is no evidence that participants are differentially sensitive to the quality of information
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based on the identity of the source. In experiment Religion, participants appear to be more
sensitive to the quality of Muslim sources than of Hindu sources. Figure A.6 further shows
that the difference in sensitivity based on the religion of the source is driven by General
category Hindus – SC/ST/OBC Hindus do not appear to be differentially sensitive based on
the source’s religion.

To summarise, these results provide only weak evidence of a conditional preference for
the identity of information sources and support the interpretation of a null result for the
existence of preferences for the identity of whom people learn from.

8 Social vs. non-social learning

Across experiments, the results provide only weak evidence for preferences for the identity
of information sources. However, the results also show that people do not learn all that
often even when high-quality information is available. Is there something particular about
learning from another individual that drives the reluctance to learn from others’ decisions?
Experiment Computer investigates this question by reframing the information source as the
output of a computer algorithm that displays the correct answer with a known probability
else it shows a random number. The probability of the answer being correct is the same as
the quality of the sources in the other experiments.

Figure 6 in Section 6 shows a substantial treatment effect in the Computer experiment.
The magnitude of the effect (0.151% points) is quantitatively large, about a third of the
fraction switching in the Human condition. Figure 12 further shows that this is a level effect
as the fraction of people who switch is higher in the Computer treatment at all levels of
source quality. The figure also shows that while participants switch a lot more when get-
ting information from a non-social source, most participants could benefit from switching
more. Using a simple benchmark of decision optimality – where participants who receive a
signal that the quality of the source’s estimate is higher than their subjective certainty in
their independent estimate should switch – shows that while participants are more optimal
when information is provided by a non-social source, there is still a substantial gap between
participant’s behaviour and optimal switching. Appendix Figure A.8 shows similar patterns
when conditioning on decisions where the realisation of the shown estimate was objectively
correct.

Taken together, the results indicate that participants (i) switch more often, (ii) more
optimally, and (iii) at all levels of information quality when they get information through
a non-social source rather than from a social source. These results are surprising since par-
ticipants know the quality of information in both conditions. They provide direct causal
evidence of algorithmic appreciation from a relatively abstract setting where participants
only care about maximising their earnings.
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Figure 12: Fraction of decisions where participants choose to switch to the source in treatments Human and
Computer, by the quality of information. The diamonds indicate the fraction of decisions where switching
would have been the optimal choice (based on a comparison of information quality and subjective certainty).
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

9 Conclusion

Social learning influences how people make consumption and investment decisions, and
how they learn about social norms. Understanding how social learning works is important,
and the main contribution of this paper lies in providing rich evidence on how people choose
whom to learn from. The results presented in this paper show that while beliefs about the
quality of information or the abilities of the provider of information matter, identity-based
preferences do not appear to play a significant role when people learn from others.

A limitation of this paper is the abstract nature of the experiment. This is an important
consideration as there are many other channels through which identity can affect informa-
tion acquisition. The experiment shuts down many of these channels to isolate the role of
preferences for identity in a stylised setting where there is no possibility of a prolonged
association with out-group members. Yet, the experiment design nests a wide variety of
decisions that people make every day – we read newspaper articles, read online reviews,
or watch news on the TV which may be delivered by people belonging to different social
groups. Future research can adapt the experiment introduced in this paper to study learning
in settings where channels such as motivated reasoning and image concerns play a role.

The absence of evidence for the preference channel stands in contrast with the exis-
tence of preference-based discrimination along caste and religious lines. This has been doc-
umented in a variety of settings: In consumption behaviour (Atkin et al., 2021), health care
choices (Islam et al., 2023), and in labour markets (Siddique, 2011). Therefore, being able
to rule out a role for this channel in how people learn from others has important implica-
tions for how governments and organisations structure their communications and outreach
efforts. People are often unresponsive to information provision in many settings (Haaland et
al., 2023). Focusing on the quality of information rather than on the identity of the messen-
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ger, and perhaps delivering information through non-social channels may have better results
in encouraging people to take up social welfare programs, adopt better health practices, and
drive changes in social norms.
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APPENDIX

A Additional Figures
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Figure A.1: (a): fraction of decisions where participants choose to switch to the source in each experiment.
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. (b): fraction of decisions where participants’ first estimate y1 is
within ±2% of the correct answer. Decisions where the absolute difference between the shown guess and a
participant’s first guess is ≤ 1 are excluded from these plots.
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Figure A.2: The graph shows the distribution of the number of switching decisions made by participants in
each experiment.
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Figure A.3: Robustness tests – Difference in average treatment effect by the identity of the participant in
experiment Caste. Each point is the coefficient on the treatment dummy variable, and indicate the preference
for one identity group relative to the other in the Caste. The estimated specification is Equation 2, and standard
errors are clustered at the participant level. Controls are: A set of demographic controls, task and order fixed
effects, stated subjective certainty, and the quality of the information source. Table B.11 presents the regression
tables used to construct this plot.
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switching to ys for each respondent caste group. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
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within the experiment, (G or O source), and the bars within each panel show the fraction of people switching
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Figure A.6: The graph shows the responsiveness to source quality in experiment Religion. Each point is the
coefficient on the interaction term Treatment × Quality. The estimates shown are for the full sample, and
sub-samples of Hindus, General caste Hindus, and SC/ST/OBC Hindus respectively. Error bars indicate 95%
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B Additional Tables

Table B.1: Sample Descriptives

Main Experiments Robustness

Caste Religion Prolific No quality

Age 32 31 32 32
% Men 52 60 57 52
% College 90 89 76 93
% Employed 84 83 70 85
Decision Time 25 20 17
Participants 851 853 593 295
Decisions 5106 5118 3558 1770

Notes. Sample descriptives for the experiments presented
in the paper. College and Employment are indicator vari-
ables = 1 if the participant has tertiary education or is
not unemployed. Response time is the average time taken
by participants on the main decision screen (decision to
switch or stick).

Table B.2: Regression analysis: Average treatment effects

Switch to source
Caste Religion Minimal Computer
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

G Source -0.032
(0.021)

Hindu Source -0.001
(0.021)

In-group Source -0.007
(0.027)

Computer Source 0.151∗∗∗
(0.021)

Quality 0.060∗∗∗ 0.129∗∗∗ 0.703∗∗∗ 0.724∗∗∗
(0.014) (0.047) (0.089) (0.061)

Certainty -0.003∗∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗ -0.005∗∗∗ -0.005∗∗∗
(0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.000)

Constant 0.493∗∗∗ 0.339∗∗∗ 0.176∗ 0.150∗∗
(0.066) (0.075) (0.102) (0.071)

Task controls Ø Ø Ø Ø
Demog. controls Ø Ø Ø Ø

R2 0.034 0.019 0.114 0.130
Observations 4,830 4,231 1,554 3,306
Clusters 851 733 278 593

Notes. Average treatment effects in the different experiments. Con-
trols are task and order fixed effects, and demographic character-
istics(the participant’s age and dummies for employment, college
education and gender). Standard errors are clustered at the partic-
ipant level. ∗ p < 0.10,∗ ∗ p < 0.05,∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.
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Table B.3: Regression analysis: Demographics – Caste experiment

Switch to source
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

G Source -0.033 -0.033 -0.033 -0.033
(0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021)

Quality 0.061∗∗∗ 0.060∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗
(0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014)

Certainty -0.003∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Constant 0.518∗∗∗ 0.462∗∗∗ 0.522∗∗∗ 0.514∗∗∗
(0.050) (0.046) (0.051) (0.052)

Age 0.000
(0.001)

Employed 0.075∗∗∗
(0.026)

College -0.003
(0.034)

Male 0.004
(0.021)

Task controls Ø Ø Ø Ø

R2 0.031 0.034 0.031 0.031
Observations 4,830 4,830 4,830 4,830
Clusters 851 851 851 851

Notes. OLS analyses of demographic characteristics and
switching in experiment Caste. The demographic character-
istics are a participant’s age, employment status, whether col-
lege education or not, and their gender. Controls are task and
order fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the par-
ticipant level. ∗ p < 0.10,∗ ∗ p < 0.05,∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.
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Table B.4: Regression analysis: Average treatment effects – Caste

Switch to source
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

G Source -0.027 -0.028 -0.027 -0.026 -0.032
(0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021)

Quality 0.059∗∗∗ 0.060∗∗∗
(0.015) (0.014)

Certainty -0.003∗∗∗
(0.000)

Constant 0.337∗∗∗ 0.313∗∗∗ 0.309∗∗∗ 0.280∗∗∗ 0.491∗∗∗
(0.016) (0.024) (0.050) (0.050) (0.058)

Age -0.001 -0.001 0.000
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Task controls Ø Ø Ø Ø
Demog. controls Ø Ø Ø

R2 0.001 0.004 0.007 0.011 0.035
Observations 4,830 4,830 4,830 4,830 4,830
Clusters 851 851 851 851 851

Notes. Average treatment effects in experiment Caste. Controls are task
and order fixed effects, and demographic characteristics(the participant’s
age and dummies for employment, college education and gender). Stan-
dard errors are clustered at the participant level. ∗ p < 0.10,∗ ∗ p <
0.05,∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.

Table B.5: Regression analysis: Average treatment effects – Religion

Switch to source
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

Hindu Source -0.006 -0.007 -0.005 -0.005 -0.003
(0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019)

Quality 0.165∗∗∗ 0.161∗∗∗
(0.044) (0.043)

Certainty -0.002∗∗∗
(0.000)

Constant 0.240∗∗∗ 0.227∗∗∗ 0.296∗∗∗ 0.181∗∗∗ 0.351∗∗∗
(0.014) (0.021) (0.053) (0.062) (0.068)

Task controls Ø Ø Ø Ø
Demog. controls Ø Ø Ø

R2 0.000 0.003 0.006 0.009 0.024
Observations 4,922 4,922 4,922 4,922 4,922
Clusters 853 853 853 853 853

Notes. Average treatment effects in experiment Religion. Controls are task
and order fixed effects, and demographic characteristics(the participant’s
age and dummies for employment, college education and gender). Stan-
dard errors are clustered at the participant level. ∗ p < 0.10,∗ ∗ p <
0.05,∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.
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Table B.6: Regression analysis: Average treatment effects – Minimal identity

Switch to source
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

In-group Source -0.015 -0.016 -0.020 -0.026 -0.007
(0.029) (0.029) (0.029) (0.029) (0.027)

Quality 0.696∗∗∗ 0.703∗∗∗
(0.089) (0.089)

Certainty -0.005∗∗∗
(0.001)

Constant 0.326∗∗∗ 0.374∗∗∗ 0.467∗∗∗ -0.020 0.176∗
(0.020) (0.040) (0.082) (0.106) (0.102)

Task controls Ø Ø Ø Ø
Demog. controls Ø Ø Ø

R2 0.000 0.007 0.012 0.055 0.114
Observations 1,554 1,554 1,554 1,554 1,554
Clusters 278 278 278 278 278

Notes.Average treatment effects in experimentMinimal. Controls are task
and order fixed effects, and demographic characteristics(the participant’s
age and dummies for employment, college education and gender). Stan-
dard errors are clustered at the participant level. ∗ p < 0.10,∗ ∗ p <
0.05,∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.

Table B.7: Regression analysis: Average treatment effects – Human vs. Computer

Switch to source
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

Computer Source 0.165∗∗∗ 0.165∗∗∗ 0.168∗∗∗ 0.170∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗
(0.022) (0.023) (0.022) (0.022) (0.021)

Quality 0.729∗∗∗ 0.724∗∗∗
(0.062) (0.061)

Certainty -0.005∗∗∗
(0.000)

Constant 0.328∗∗∗ 0.388∗∗∗ 0.456∗∗∗ -0.056 0.150∗∗
(0.012) (0.028) (0.057) (0.073) (0.071)

Task controls Ø Ø Ø Ø
Demog. controls Ø Ø Ø

R2 0.023 0.030 0.032 0.076 0.130
Observations 3,306 3,306 3,306 3,306 3,306
Clusters 593 593 593 593 593

Notes. Average treatment effects in experiment Computer. Controls are
task and order fixed effects, and demographic characteristics(the partici-
pant’s age and dummies for employment, college education and gender).
Standard errors are clustered at the participant level. ∗ p < 0.10,∗ ∗ p <
0.05,∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.
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Table B.8: Regression analysis: Subsample analysis, experiment Caste

Switch to source
Unconditional w/ Controls

Sample Full G O
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

G Source -0.029 -0.034 -0.042 -0.013
(0.022) (0.021) (0.026) (0.038)

High Quality 0.060∗∗∗ 0.063∗∗∗ 0.055∗∗
(0.015) (0.018) (0.026)

Certainty -0.003∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗
(0.000) (0.001) (0.001)

Constant 0.337∗∗∗ 0.480∗∗∗ 0.514∗∗∗ 0.440∗∗∗
(0.016) (0.066) (0.084) (0.112)

Task controls Ø Ø Ø
Demog. controls Ø Ø Ø

R2 0.001 0.033 0.044 0.028
Dependent variable mean 0.323 0.323 0.318 0.333
Observations 4,733 4,733 3,088 1,645
Clusters 834 834 542 292

Notes. Average treatment effects in the Caste experiment. (i)–(ii): Full sample
with and without controls. (iii)–(iv): Subsamples by the case of the participant.
Controls are task and order fixed effects, and demographic characteristics(the
participant’s age and dummies for employment, college education and gender).
Standard errors are clustered at the participant level. ∗ p < 0.10,∗∗p < 0.05,∗∗
∗p < 0.01.

Table B.9: Regression analysis: Robustness, Caste experiment

Switch to source
Full sample First 2 tasks No Speeders No speeders or slackers Atleast 1 switch Same task <= 5 Same task <= 20

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii)

G Source -0.032 -0.028 -0.027 -0.020 -0.047∗∗ -0.021 -0.025
(0.021) (0.026) (0.022) (0.023) (0.022) (0.033) (0.024)

Quality 0.060∗∗∗ 0.070∗∗∗ 0.070∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.167∗∗∗ 0.158∗∗∗ 0.128∗∗∗
(0.014) (0.024) (0.016) (0.018) (0.047) (0.056) (0.042)

Certainty -0.003∗∗∗ -0.004∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗ -0.004∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗
(0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001)

Constant 0.493∗∗∗ 0.514∗∗∗ 0.488∗∗∗ 0.545∗∗∗ 0.550∗∗∗ 0.475∗∗∗ 0.489∗∗∗
(0.066) (0.082) (0.070) (0.080) (0.079) (0.109) (0.080)

Task controls Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø
Demog. controls Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø

R2 0.034 0.047 0.037 0.039 0.028 0.043 0.035
Observations 4,830 1,612 3,903 2,968 3,338 2,010 3,603
Clusters 851 851 840 822 586 354 635

Notes. OLS estimates for the robustness exercises presented in Figure 7. Controls are task and order fixed effects, and demographic character-
istics(the participant’s age and dummies for employment, college education and gender). Standard errors are clustered at the participant level.
∗ p < 0.10,∗ ∗ p < 0.05,∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.
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Table B.10: Regression analysis: Robustness, Religion experiment

Switch to source
Full sample First 2 tasks No Speeders No speeders or slackers Atleast 1 switch

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

Hindu Source -0.001 0.013 0.000 0.005 0.023
(0.021) (0.025) (0.021) (0.022) (0.025)

Quality 0.129∗∗∗ 0.139∗ 0.171∗∗∗ 0.165∗∗∗ 0.219∗∗∗
(0.047) (0.077) (0.050) (0.056) (0.074)

Certainty -0.002∗∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗
(0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001)

Constant 0.339∗∗∗ 0.347∗∗∗ 0.341∗∗∗ 0.378∗∗∗ 0.343∗∗∗
(0.075) (0.103) (0.078) (0.085) (0.097)

Task controls Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø
Demog. controls Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø

R2 0.019 0.020 0.025 0.031 0.019
Observations 4,231 1,416 3,601 2,796 2,383
Clusters 733 732 732 724 413

Notes. OLS estimates for the robustness exercises presented in Figure 7. Controls are task and order fixed
effects, and demographic characteristics(the participant’s age and dummies for employment, college educa-
tion and gender). Standard errors are clustered at the participant level. ∗ p < 0.10,∗∗p < 0.05,∗∗∗p < 0.01.

Table B.11: Regression analysis: Robustness – Interaction effect, Caste experiment

Switch to source
Full sample First 2 tasks No Speeders No speeders or slackers Atleast 1 switch Same task <= 5 Same task <= 20

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii)

G Source × G Participant -0.034 -0.068 -0.031 -0.024 -0.054 0.007 -0.049
(0.044) (0.054) (0.046) (0.049) (0.046) (0.068) (0.050)

G Source -0.010 0.016 -0.006 -0.004 -0.012 -0.025 0.006
(0.036) (0.043) (0.036) (0.040) (0.037) (0.052) (0.039)

G Participant 0.001 0.005 -0.006 -0.025 -0.002 0.017 0.021
(0.032) (0.037) (0.032) (0.035) (0.033) (0.050) (0.035)

Quality 0.060∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗∗ 0.070∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.167∗∗∗ 0.159∗∗∗ 0.129∗∗∗
(0.014) (0.024) (0.016) (0.018) (0.047) (0.056) (0.042)

Certainty -0.003∗∗∗ -0.004∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗ -0.004∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗
(0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001)

Constant 0.484∗∗∗ 0.496∗∗∗ 0.483∗∗∗ 0.546∗∗∗ 0.540∗∗∗ 0.474∗∗∗ 0.469∗∗∗
(0.069) (0.084) (0.073) (0.083) (0.080) (0.115) (0.083)

Task controls Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø
Demog. controls Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø

R2 0.035 0.049 0.038 0.041 0.029 0.043 0.036
Observations 4,830 1,612 3,903 2,968 3,338 2,010 3,603
Clusters 851 851 840 822 586 354 635

Notes. OLS estimates for the robustness exercises presented in Figure 7. Controls are task and order fixed effects, and demographic characteristics(the
participant’s age and dummies for employment, college education and gender). Standard errors are clustered at the participant level. ∗ p < 0.10,∗ ∗ p <
0.05,∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.
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Table B.12: Regression analysis: Role of relevant beliefs, experiment Caste – No Quality

Switch to source
No Quality Quality

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

Beliefs (relevant) 0.188∗∗ 0.235∗∗∗ 0.189∗ 0.068
(0.078) (0.077) (0.100) (0.050)

G Source -0.010 -0.081
(0.034) (0.108)

G Source × Beliefs (relevant) 0.104
(0.159)

Certainty -0.002∗∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗ -0.003∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.000)

Constant 0.145∗∗∗ 0.322∗∗∗ 0.350∗∗∗ 0.461∗∗∗
(0.052) (0.113) (0.123) (0.073)

Task controls Ø Ø Ø
Demog. controls Ø Ø Ø

R2 0.009 0.042 0.043 0.030
Observations 1,676 1,676 1,676 4,830
Clusters 295 295 295 851

Notes. OLS regressions of whether a participant switches to the source’s esti-
mate on their beliefs about the likelihood that a person sharing the source’s
identity is correct on a task. Columns (i)–(iii): No signal about the quality of
the source’s estimate, (iv): Receive a signal about the quality of the source’s
estimate. Controls are task and order fixed effects, and demographic char-
acteristics (the participant’s age and dummies for employment, college ed-
ucation and gender). Standard errors are clustered at the participant level.
∗ p < 0.10,∗ ∗ p < 0.05,∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.
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C Experiment details and additional analyses

C.1 Surnames used in the experiments

The recognisability of the Hindu surnames used in the experiments were validated in a
separate survey (N = 350). These individuals completed much of the training module and
comprehension tests that will be used in the main treatments. The source of truth for the
incentivisation of these classifications came from official classifications of individuals belong-
ing to these communities, or the common nature of these surnames. The recognisability
ranged from ≈ 60% to 85%, with names from the SC/ST/OBC castes being, on average,
more recognisable than General caste surnames. The Muslim names were not validated,
given the common nature and clear identifiability of these names.

Hindu and General caste names. Iyer, Banerjee, Chaturvedi, Tiwari, Bharadwaj, Mishra.

Hindu and SC/ST/OBC caste names. Paraiyar, Bhil, Jatav, Manjhi, Mahar, Chamar.

Muslim names. Khan, Shaikh, Abdullah, Syed, Moinuddin, Ali.

C.2 Learning from others in India.

Evidence on how much people rely on social learning is scarce. Figure C.1 presents some
indicative figures from a recent survey (Pew Research Center, 2021), showing that a sub-
stantial fraction of individuals do indeed learn from others. There is also some evidence of
heterogeneity along caste and religious dimensions – Hindus are more likely to get their
news from others than Muslims, and General caste individuals are more like to get news
from others than SC/ST/OBC individuals. While this does not help answer our research
questions, Figure C.1 illustrates that social learning is indeed a significant channel through
which people get information in India.

C.3 Exposure, attitudes, and religiosity.

Participants’ attitudes towards caste-based affirmative action, exposure to people from dif-
ferent caste groups, or religiosity may influence whom they learn from. It is plausible that
people who are against the idea of benefits for certain caste groups, are not exposed to peo-
ple from different caste groups, or are religious may have stronger in-group preferences for
their own caste-group. Figure C.2 shows analyses exploring these various dimensions. There
is no evidence of any heterogeneous treatment effects along these dimensions. It must be
noted that these analyses do not easily lend themselves to a causal interpretation as many of
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Figure C.1: Each bar represents the fraction of respondents who select “Other people” as one of their top three
sources of getting news, controlling for income, education, and urbanicity. Author’s calculations based on data
from a survey conducted by Pew Research Center (2021).

these factors are endogenous to the experiment context, and (except religiosity) are elicited
after the main tasks.
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(b) Exposure to other castes (levels)
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(c) Religiosity – Caste experiment
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(d) Religiosity – Religion experiment

Figure C.2: Heterogeneity analyses in the Caste and Religion experiment. Panels show estimated coefficients
from regressions on different sub-samples. Figures (a)–(d) show regressions for each level of self-reported
support for caste-based affirmative action policies, exposure to other castes, and religiosity (in the Caste and
Religion experiments). Standard errors are clustered at the participant level in all regressions.
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C.4 Individualism and learning

Individualism is a measure of the extent to which individuals strive to be distinct from oth-
ers, and nests two concepts Triandis and Gelfand (1998). Horizontal individualism captures
the extent to which individuals strive to be different without desiring special status. Verti-
cal individualism captures the extent to which individuals strive to be distinct and acquire
special status. In the context of social learning, highly individualistic people may choose
to ignore social information more than less individualistic people. This may also influence
the extent to which they use information from groups that they are members of. To study
this potential channel, I elicit participants’ individualism in experiments Religion, Minimal,
Choice, and Computer using a subset of questions from the Individualism - Collectivism scale
(Triandis and Gelfand, 1998).

Individualism measure. Experiments Religion, Minimal, Choice, and Computer include 8
additional questions that measure Horizontal and Vertical Individualism. These measures
are taken from the scale developed by Triandis and Gelfand (1998).1⁰ Answers are coded
on a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 indicating “Strongly disagree” and 5 indicating “Strongly
agree”.

The questions are:

I would rather depend on myself than others.
I rely on myself most of the time. I rarely rely on others.
I often do my own thing.
My personal identity, independent of others, is very important to me.
It is important that I do my job better than others.
Winning is everything.
Competition is the law of nature.
When another person does better than I do, I get tense.

Summing up the responses to these questions results in an “Individualism” score for each
participant.

Results. The results indicate that individualism is correlated with the decision to switch
only in settings where group identity is present in the context. Individualism is negatively
correlated with the decision to switch to the source’s decision in the experiments Minimal
and Religion. In treatments Choice and Computer, the correlation is much lower. Figure C.3
graphically shows these correlations. These correlation suggest that individualism may play

1⁰The full battery comprises 24 questions, half of which measure individualism and the other half col-
lectivism. In the experiment, the questions regarding collectivism are dropped to avoid making the survey
module too lengthy, focusing on the role that individualism may play on an individual’s potential preference
for consistency or autonomy, which was a strong pattern in the pilot experiments conducted before the main
study.
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a role in social learning, but only when identity concerns are activated. However, individual-
ism does not appear to be correlated with any differences in how people switch when seeing
an in-group relative to an out-group source. Thus, while individualism may be related to
whether people learn from others in situations where identity is salient, there is no evidence
that it leads people to treat groups differently.
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Figure C.3: The graph shows the coefficients on the individualism measure from regressions of the outcome
variable Switch on individualism for experiments Religion, Minimal, Choice, and Computer. Error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals.
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D Experiment instructions

Experiment Caste – Quality

Figure D.1: Welcome and consent

Figure D.2: Instructions 1/3
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Figure D.3: Instructions 2/3

Figure D.4: Instructions 3/3

Figure D.5: Example 1/3
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Figure D.6: Example 1/3

Figure D.7: Example 2/3
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Figure D.8: Example 3/3

Figure D.9: Summary
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Figure D.10: Comprehension (two attempts)
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Figure D.11: Demographics
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Figure D.12: In-between decision tasks

Figure D.13: Decision Tasks - First guess
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Figure D.14: Decision Tasks - First guess

Figure D.15: Decision Tasks - certainty elicitation

Figure D.16: Decision Tasks - Second decision
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Figure D.17: Decision Tasks - Second decision

Figure D.18: Survey section
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Figure D.19: Reflection question

Figure D.20: Survey questions

Figure D.21: Belief elicitation
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Figure D.22: Belief elicitation

Figure D.23: Thank you and debriefing page
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Caste – No Quality

Figure D.24: Instructions 2/3
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Figure D.25: Example 3/3

Figure D.26: Comprehension - No Quality
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Figure D.27: Decision Tasks in No Quality - Second decision
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Differences in other experiments

The text used to communicate the quality of the source’s estimate was different in experi-
ment Religion, Minimal, Choice, and Computer. The following screenshots are the instruction
screens used in those experiments.

Figure D.28: Decision Tasks in Religion - Instructions
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Figure D.29: Decision Tasks in Religion - Second guess
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Figure D.30: Decision Tasks in Choice - Second guess
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Figure D.31: Decision Tasks in Minimal - Klee/Kandinsky task
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Figure D.32: Instructions in Computer - Second guess
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Figure D.33: Decision Tasks in Computer - Second guess
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